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Abstract—A new microwave device called the cascaded type of
coupled resonator decoupling network (C-CRDN) is proposed in
this paper. The four-port device can be used to reduce the inter-
ference between two radio systems that work in adjacent or even
contiguous frequency bands. A C-CRDN is cascaded between the
two antennas to be decoupled and the I/O ports of their radio sys-
tems, respectively. The coupling matrix of a C-CRDN can be de-
signed to meet the required isolation and return-loss specifications.
To prove the concept, a fourth- and sixth-order C-CRDN using
coaxial combline cavities are designed, fabricated, and measured
according to the characteristics of a testing array that consists of
two high-gain sleeve dipoles working in the adjacent time-division
long-term evolution and wireless fidelity bands. The measured re-
sults have demonstrated that the proposedC-CRDN can effectively
mitigate the coexistence interference between the two collocated
systems by providing at least 20-dB isolation improvement and en-
hanced matching performance. The proposed technique is general
and can find many applications in heterogeneous wireless systems.

Index Terms—Co-located transceivers, in-device coexistence
(IDC), interference suppression, long-term evolution (LTE),
microwave passive network, mutual coupling, wireless fidelity
(Wi-Fi).

I. INTRODUCTION

I NORDER to access various wireless networks and services
ubiquitously, there is an irreversible trend in today’s hetero-

geneous wireless communication systems that more and more
communication systems of different protocols and working fre-
quencies are integrated into one increasingly compact phys-
ical unit. Such a trend impacts not only mobile terminals, but
also network infrastructure equipment such as base stations and
wireless routers. In a mobile unit, such as a mobile phone or
a laptop computer, multiple wireless services, including global
system for mobile communication (GSM), Universal Mobile
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Fig. 1. Available frequency bands within 2–2.7 GHz.

Fig. 2. Coexistence interference from transmitter A to receiver B operating in
adjacent frequency bands (user equipment: UE; base station: BS).

Telecommunications System (UMTS), wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi),
long-term evolution (LTE), global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) and Bluetooth, coexist in a very compact space. The
RF interference among the systems that operate at the same
or adjacent frequency bands can seriously affect the quality of
service [1], [2]. Meanwhile, in today’s wireless base station,
antennas for second-generation (2G) (GSM), third-genera-
tion (3G) (UMTS), fourth-generation (4G) (LTE), as well as
Wi-Fi wireless communication systems must coexist in a close
vicinity, which inevitably create RF interference to each other
since these frequency bands are very close to each other [3], as
shown in Fig. 1.
A common scenario of the coexistence interference between

a transmitter A (TxA) and a receiver B (RxB) is shown in Fig. 2.
When the transmitting power of TxA is high or TxA and RxB
are in a close proximity in both spatial and spectral senses, the
interference from TxA to RxB might be above the noise floor or
sensitivity of RxB even with state-of-the-art filter and antenna
isolation technologies [1]. The unwanted interference will result
in intermodulation and blocking effect [4], which will definitely
degrade the performance of the collocated systems.
Although there are many preliminary attempts from industry

and academic communities to avoid such interference by adding
filters and increasing isolation between two antennas as far as
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possible, the interference among the systems operating at ad-
jacent frequencies cannot be sufficiently suppressed if the spa-
tial isolation is not sufficient. The coexistence interference issue
among radio transceivers and antennas becomes increasingly
important as the size of an integrated system decreases and the
number of wireless systems increases. Current solutions can
be divided into three categories, which are: 1) signaling-based
solutions that require coordination between the collated trans-
ceivers [1], [2]; 2) active interference suppression solutions that
need a complex active circuitry and control algorithm [5]–[7];
and 3) antenna isolation enhancement solutions by passive net-
works [8]–[12]. However, none of them works for the two radio
systems working in two unequal frequency bands.
A new breed of microwave passive devices, called the

cascaded type of coupled resonator decoupling network
(C-CRDN), which can effectively reduce the coupling between
two coupled antennas operating at either the same or different
frequency bands while providing a good impedance matching,
is proposed in this paper. Compared to the existing techniques,
the new device has the following unique features:
1) a pure passive network that does not require any electronic
circuits nor any power supply;

2) generic and applicable to a wide range of radio interference
problems between two uncorrelated radios;

3) providing a controllable additional isolation while pro-
viding a good matching bandwidth of the antennas;

4) a filter-like network that allows adoption of many filter
design theories and realization technologies [13].

Unlike a conventional microwave filter that is a two-port
device, a C-CRDN is a four-port coupled resonator network.
Although microwave coupled resonator multiport networks is
a popular topic in recent years [14]–[17], most of the devel-
oped theories and technologies are concerned with microwave
diplexers and multiplexers, which usually possess a common
port. Little attention has been paid to decoupling problems of
two radio systems. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
work is the first attempt to address this problem. In this paper,
the fundamental working principles of the four-port C-CRDN
device will be discussed in detail in Section II. Two practical
design examples will be given in Section III to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the device. The measured results have
shown that a C-CRDN can effectively mitigate the coexistence
interference between two collocated systems by providing at
least 20-dB isolation improvement and enhanced matching
performance. The proposed technique is generic and can find
many applications in heterogeneous wireless communication
systems.

II. C-CRDNs

A C-CRDN device can be very well described by an
th-order coupled resonator network model with four ports, as

shown in Fig. 3(a), from which it can be seen that ports 1 and
2 are connected to the two radio transceivers and ports 3 and
4 of a C-CRDN are connected to the two collocated coupled
antennas. The routing diagram of a general ladder coupling
topology of the coupled resonators is depicted in Fig. 3(b),
where each solid circle represents a microwave resonator res-
onating at a designed frequency and the solid line and dashed

Fig. 3. (a) Circuit model and (b) routing diagram of the four-port th-order
CRDN. (c) Routing diagrams of a fourth- and sixth-order CRDNs.

line marked by represent the main line couplings and cross
couplings between resonators and , respectively. The solid
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line marked by represents the coupling between port
and resonator , which are called I/O couplings.
For two strongly coupled antennas resonating at two adjacent

frequency bands, their admittance matrix can be expressed
as

(1)

In order to mitigate the coexistence interference caused by
the radiating characteristic of the two antennas, a four-port
C-CRDN is introduced and is cascaded between the coupled
antennas and the transceivers, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
admittance matrix of the C-CRDN, , can be written as

(2)

To find the exact expression of in terms of respective
coupling coefficients of the four-port C-CRDN, the circuit
model in Fig. 3(a) is investigated. In general, there are
resonant loops with four ports in a C-CRDN. Applying the Kir-
choff’s voltage law (KVL) and Kirchoff’s current law (KCL)
to the network schematic, assuming that there are no couplings
between the ports, the admittance matrix of the C-CRDN can
be expressed as

(3)

where

(4a)

(4b)

...
...

. . .
...

(4c)

(4d)

with

(4e)

where is the angular frequency in the bandpass domain,
, and the fractional bandwidth (FBW) is a design

parameter specified according to the design specification. When
a C-CRDN is cascaded to two coupled antennas, the cascaded
network becomes a two-port network with its admittance
parameter expressed as

(5)

To obtain in terms of and , the voltage–current
relations of the two coupled antenna network and the C-CRDN
are expressed by partitioned matrix representation as

(6)

and

(7)

where

(8a)
are port currents and voltages, respectively, and the sub-ma-
trices are defined as

(8b)

(8c)

The admittances for the cascaded network can then be obtained
by substituting (7) into (6),

(9a)

with

(9b)

Substituting (8) into (9b) yields

(10)

Using the -to- transformation, the of the cascaded
system can be expressed as (by setting )

(11)

It is obvious that will vanish within a certain band of
interest as long as

(12)

where and are the two adjacent
bands of interest.
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Having had , the reflection coefficients at the two
ports can be simplified to

(13)

which means that the two ports in Fig. 3(a) can be independently
matched in their respective band of interest if the following con-
straints on self-admittance parameters are satisfied:

(14a)

and

(14b)

Therefore, the design procedure of a C-CRDN for adjacent
frequency bands can be separated into two steps, which are:
1) to design the couplings coefficients of the network such that

is minimized and 2) to match the two ports within their
respective band of interest. Since in general is frequency
dependent, to analytically synthesize is very difficult if not
impossible. Therefore, the coupling coefficients of a C-CRDN
can be appropriately designed by nonlinear optimization. The
overall cost function used in this work is given as

(15a)

where

(15b)

(15c)

(15d)

, , and are weighting coefficients. and are the
numbers of sampling frequency points selected in the lower
and upper frequency bands that are adjacent.

III. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

To validate the theory and prove the concept, two high-gain
(around 7.6 dBi) sleeve antennas, one of which resonates at
2.35 GHz and the other at 2.45 GHz, respectively, are placed
in close proximity to each other as the testing array. Such
high gain antennas are used to imitate the characteristic of two
high-gain base-station antennas operating in adjacent bands.
The 2.35-GHz antennas is assumed to serve the time-division
long-term evolution (TD-LTE) band 40, while the 2.45-GHz an-
tenna is assumed for a Wi-Fi system. Such a situation reflects a
popular scenario for 4G femto cells where a Wi-Fi router works
as a throughput off-load of a TD-LTE wireless system. Fig. 4(a)
illustrates the two sleeve antennas, a cascaded C-CRDN, and
pre-selection filters for two transceivers. Fig. 4(b) shows the
measurement set up of the examples.
Since the TD-LTE band (2300 2400 MHz) is immediately

adjacent to the unlicensed band (2400 2483.5 MHz) even if

Fig. 4. Connection diagram of coupled antennas with a C-CRDN. (a) Theoretic
pre-selection bandpass filters. (b) In measurement setup.

the antennas are placed 380 mm ( at 2400 MHz) apart,
less than 25-dB isolation is observed. For a typical TD-LTE
femto cell, whose transmitting power is around 20 23 dBm
[18], the unwanted power that is coupled to its neighbor Wi-Fi
system can be far above the receiver sensitivity level that is
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around 90 70 dBm, even with a 60 80 dB filter re-
jection. Moreover, for TD-LTE band 40 and 2.4-GHzWi-Fi sys-
tems, the frequency bands are contiguous, the isolation between
them near the adjacent band edge are most difficult to deal with
using conventional means. To demonstrate the C-CRDN device
using the testing array shown in Fig. 4, two C-CRDNs with
different orders are designed, fabricated, and tuned. Each de-
sign starts with the optimization of the coupled resonator circuit
model given in Fig. 3 by minimizing the cost functions in (15).
It should be noted that in the optimization process, the lengths of
two transmission lines and shown in Fig. 3(a) are preset,
but their values affect the resultant coupling coefficients since
they affect the admittance matrix of the coupled antennas.
Having had the optimum coupling coefficients obtained, a

C-CRDN can be realized using coaxial combline resonators,
which is similar to conventional filter realization, except that a
C-CRDN is a four-port rather than a two-port device. Addition-
ally, the design of a CRDN strongly depends on the -param-
eters of the coupled antennas, therefore, the spacing between
the antennas, as well as the surrounding environment, must be
well controlled during the tuning andmeasurement process. The
detailed design procedure and the performance comparison are
given in Sections III-A–III-E.

A. Design of C-CRDNs by Optimization

At the initial stage, the high-gain antennas are fabricated
using a Rogers Duroid printed circuit board (PCB) and placed
on the test bench as shown Fig. 4(b). The scattering parameters
of the coupled antennas are then measured by an Agilent
N5227A network analyzer. It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that
the isolation between the two coupled antennas is not more than
25 dB within the frequency bands and that the matching per-
formance in the two bands is not good either. Two fourth-order
filters with one tri-section can be optimally design not only for
rejecting the signal in the adjacent band, but also improving
the matching condition. The designed coupling coefficients are
listed in Table I (Filter 1–1 and 1–2), whose circuit models
are inserted in the lower and higher channels, respectively, in
order to obtain the responses shown in Fig. 5(a). It can be seen
in Fig. 5(a) that the isolation between two antennas cannot
be improved at the common boundary frequencies with the
channel filters. Therefore, a C-CRDN needs to be designed to
improve the isolation throughout the two adjacent bands.
In the design process, the coupling coefficients in (4) are the

design variables to be optimized. The model in Fig. 3(a) are op-
timized by minimizing the cost functions in (15) using a gra-
dient-based algorithm. The designed solutions of a fourth- and
sixth-order C-CRDN for the given coupled sleeve antennas are
listed in Table I, whose corresponding scattering parameters
of the antennas cascaded by designed C-CRDNs are shown in
Fig. 5(b) and (c), respectively.

B. Parametric Study and Tuning Guidelines

To further reveal the effect of the design variables on the
overall performance, the four cost functions in (15) are studied
with respect to different combinations of the variables for the
fourth-order C-CRDN example. In each parametric study, only
one variable is swept while the other variables remain to be their

Fig. 5. Scattering parameters of the two coupled sleeve antennas: (a) with and
without fourth-order filters, (b) with a designed fourth-order C-CRDN, and
(c) with a designed sixth-order C-CRDN.

optimized values, as given in Table II, and the routing diagram
of a fourth-order C-CRDN is already given in Fig. 3(c). Some
important observations are given as follows.
1) The self-couplings: The self-couplings of the two res-
onators next to the antenna ports will affect , , and

, while the self-couplings of the two resonators next
to the transceivers only affect and .
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TABLE I
COUPLING COEFFICIENTS OF FILTER1 AND FILTER2 (DESIGNED )

TABLE II
COUPLING COEFFICIENTS OF DESIGNED AND MEASURE DC-CRDN FOR THE

FOURTH-ORDER C-CRDN (DESIGNED , GHz)

2) The I/O couplings: The parametric study shows that is
independent of while is independent of .
Both and have the same effect on . How-
ever, and are found to be related to , ,
and .

3) The main line couplings: Similar to the I/O couplings, the
main line coupling in the path to antenna 1 will
affect a little and will affect very little.

4) The cross couplings: The cross coupling near the antennas,
, will affect , , and , while the cross cou-

pling near transceivers, , will only affect . These
two couplings mainly control the isolation between the two
channels. It is found that can be tuned after are
tuned to its optimum value and the value of are quite
smaller than in general.

The following helpful guideline for tuning a C-CRDN can be
drawn from the above observations.
• , , and must be tuned to the designed value
in the first place: and are set to be large enough
and is mainly tuned to minimize .

• The self-couplings in the path for the lower band signal
must be positive while those for the higher band path must
be negative.

Fig. 6. (a) Sketch and dimensions of the fourth-order C-CRDN prototype and
(b) sketch of the sixth-order C-CRDN; both of them are realized using coaxial
combine resonators and M3 tuning screws.

TABLE III
COUPLING COEFFICIENTS OF DESIGNED AND MEASURED C-CRDN FOR THE

SIXTH-ORDER C-CRDN (DESIGNED , GHz)

• Since , , and will not affect ; ,
, and will not affect , which suggests that

the matching of the two ports can be independently tuned.
• is tuned in the final step to further reduce .

C. Realization and Tuning

Since the design of a C-CRDN strongly depends on the char-
acteristics of the two coupled antennas, the four-port -param-
eter matrix obtained by full-wave electromagnetic (EM) simu-
lation of a C-CRDN with 50- port reference impedance must
be terminated by a complex two-port -parameter matrix that
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Fig. 7. Measured scattering parameters of the two coupled antennas with the
fourth- or sixth-order C-CRDN prototype and theoretic channel filters.

describes the two coupled antennas at the antenna end. EM sim-
ulation software Agilent EMPro [19] is used in this study.
Two C-CRDN prototypes are designed, fabricated, and tuned.

At each tuning stage, the corresponding parameters to the cir-
cuit model given in Fig. 3(a) are extracted from the measured
responses using the Agilent ADS circuit simulator and opti-
mization engine [20]. Compared to the designed circuit model,
one can easily know what direction to tune at each tuning step.
The realized coupling coefficients extracted at the final stage are
also given in Tables II and III for comparison. The physical lay-
outs and dimensions of the fourth- and sixth-order C-CRDNs
are shown in Fig. 6.
Having had the two C-CRDN prototypes tuned with best ef-

fort, each of them is cascaded to the two coupled antennas, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. Themeasured responses of the two-port cas-
caded system are also superimposed in Fig. 5(b) and (c). It can
be seen that the improvement in isolation is better than 20 dB
near the boundary frequency 2.4 GHz for both C-CRDNs, but
the matching performance of the sixth-order C-CRDN is better
than its fourth-order counterpart.

D. Combination of a C-CRDN With Two Channel Filters

To investigate the performance of the C-CRDN in practical
radio systems, two simulated preselection bandpass filters
working at the TD-LTE and the unlicensed bands, respectively,
are synthesized and cascaded to the systems as illustrated in
Fig. 4(a). Both theoretic filters are fourth order. The filter for
TD-LTE band has been designed to have a transmission zero
at 2.45 GHz, while the filter for the Wi-Fi band has a trans-
mission zero at 2.35 GHz. Each transmission zero is realized
by a tri-section coupling scheme. The -parameters of the
two decoupled channels by combing channel filters with the
fourth- and sixth-order C-CRDNs are superposed in Fig. 7 with
the synthesized couplings coefficients for the filters listed in
Table I. It should be noted that since the matching conditions
for the fourth- and sixth-order C-CRDNs are different, the
synthesized filters for the two cases are different in order to
match the different complex loads [21].

Fig. 8. Measured scattering parameters of the antennas decoupled by the sixth-
order C-CRDN prototype with two spacing perturbation between two antennas.

Fig. 9. Network model to extract the complex load looking into: (a) antenna
1 and (b) antenna 2. (c) Insertion losses and the measured group delays for the
fourth- and sixth-order CRDNs in the two channels.

It is understandable that the performance of a C-CRDN de-
pends on the characteristic of the coupled antennas. Therefore,
the two-port responses of the sixth-order C-CRDN prototype
when cascaded to the two coupled antennas with two spacing
perturbations are superposed in Fig. 8. Deviations caused by
13 spacing variance in both the reflection and isolation pa-

rameters are observed. Although the isolation property does not
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change too much, the performance degradation in reflection co-
efficients is more obvious because of the change in the antenna
matching condition.

E. Insertion Loss and Group Delay Introduced by a C-CRDN

To quantify the insertion loss introduced by a C-CRDN, the
four-port -parameters referenced to 50 must be renormal-
ized with appropriate loading effect. The network model shown
in Fig. 9(a) is used to extract the complex load looking
into the port of antenna 1 and the load looking into port 3
of a C-CRDN. The complex loads and looking into
antenna 2 and port 4 of the C-CRDN, respectively, can also be
extracted by the same token. With the network model illustrated
in Fig. 9(b) with complex impedance and as port
reference impedances at ports 3 and 4 of the C-CRDN, respec-
tively, and 50- impedance at the other two ports, the insertion
losses between ports 1 and 3 and that between ports 2 and 4
can be obtained by renormalizing the measured -parameters
of the four-port C-CRDN prototypes. The measured insertion
losses are shown in Fig. 9(c). For extracting the insertion loss
of a CRDN when the network is matched, the channel filters
are applied and are set to be lossless. Similarly, the measured
group delays can also be obtained by the same circuit model
and are plotted in Fig. 9(c). The unloaded for the fourth- and
sixth-order C-CRDN prototypes are about 1200 and 1800, re-
spectively. The simulated insertion losses with the unloaded ’s
and the circuit model are also included in Fig. 9(c) for compar-
ison. Similar to a coaxial combline filter, the insertion loss can
be reduced by increasing unloaded of resonators.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The concept of the C-CRDN has been proposed in this paper
for the first time. The concept has been proven by two hard-
ware designs and prototypes for a realistic application scenario.
Measurement results of the C-CRDN prototypes have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the proposed new device in miti-
gating the interference between two collocated radio systems
that work in adjacent frequency bands. It should be mentioned
that the C-CRDN concept can also be applied to two radio sys-
tems operating in the same frequency band, thus supporting the
applications of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna
systems, beam-forming systems, and full duplex radios.
Further development in this new device including higher

order C-CRDNs with various coupling topologies as well as
complete synthesis theory concerning multi-port multi-order
C-CRDNs are under investigation.
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